
B U I L D I N G
S H A L O M  C I T I E S



We are an international organization, founded in 2006, based on 
Christian principles and values, that works toward the holistic 
transformation of fragile cities into SHALOM cities. We work in 

Mexico and Colombia with plans to expand globally. 

We focus on the holistic transformation of fragile cities, working in 
collaboration and creating synergies between local communities, civil 
society organizations, faith communities, businesses and government.

We catalyze local potential, addressing the issues that cause hopelessness, 
poverty, corruption, violence, fragmentation and injustice, through 
the development of local leaders and social structures that succeed in 
transforming their surroundings in a holistic and sustainable way.

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

WHY WE EXIST
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We see fragile cities with great 
potential, but impacted by 
inequality, poverty, hopelessness, 
corruption, violence and weak 
institutions;  transformed into 
SHALOM cities characterized 
by justice, wellbeing, hope, 
inclusion, safety, resilience and 
sustainability. 

Develop local leaders and social 
structures¹  that holistically and 
sustainably transform their 
fragile cities, achieving a change 

toward SHALOM cities.

To be a global leader in holistic urban transformation, by developing the 
“MOSAIC Change Model” which can be adapted and scaled by different 

entities, impacting millions of residents of fragile cities around the world. 

VISION

MISSION

ORGANIZATIONAL  GOAL

1. We define social structures as groups of citizens, neighborhood committees, community 
assemblies, faith communities, civil society organizations, formal alliances between government, 
businesses and civil society, educational institutions, sports leagues and social movements.
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STARTPHASE

REPRODUCTIONPHASE

2012-2016

EXPANSIONPHASE

2016-2020

MULTIPLICATION  PHASE

2020-2030

2006 - 2012

Urban Mosaic started in 2006 in an urban poor community on 
the periphery of Mexico City. There we began as a beta site to 
develop our holistic change model to address the underlying 
factors that cause poverty, hopelessness, violence, fragmentation 
and injustice, equipping local leaders to become change 
agents in their own neighborhoods, through interventions in 
community and infrastructure development, church planting and 
mobilization, education, work with children, youth and families, 
public health and housing, economic development, emotional 
recovery, violence prevention, peace-building and advocacy. To 
date, we have impacted over 40,000 people in 11 municipalities 
on the eastern side of Mexico City, the state of Morelos and in 

Barranquilla, on the Caribbean coast of Colombia.

OUR HISTORY  & IMPACT
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WHERE
WE WORK

MEXICO CITY
MEXICO

BARRANQUILLA
COLOMBIA

We currently work in 9 municipalities of Metro 
Mexico City and Metro Barranquilla

URBAN MOSAIC
& THE SDGS
Urban Mosaic supports the UN HABITAT’s 
framework, outlined in the documents “The City 
we Need 2.0 – Towards a New Urban Paradigm” 
and “The New Urban Agenda”, approved during 
the United Nation’s HABITAT III conference in 
Quito, Ecuador on the 20th of October 2016. 

Via our own innovative approach – The MOSAIC 
Change Model – we directly contribute towards 
the development of “the city we need”. In doing 
so, we focus on 9 of the 17 UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, including SDGs:

# 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 16 and 17. 
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We define fragile as something 
weak, something that easily could 
deteriorate, break or fall apart. Many 
cities around the world are exposed 
to this, as a consequence of rapid, 
unplanned growth. 

Fragile cities are cities that have not 
benefitted from governments with 
the capacity to develop a prosperous 
city, where the institutions charged 
with providing security and justice 
are weak, and where distrust, lack 
of social cohesion and organization 
foster hopelessness. Consequently, 
fragile cities are fragmented, 
segregated, exclusive, insecure 
and unsustainable, without the 
elements to guarantee to its citizens: 
infrastructure, services, protection of 
basic human rights and opportunities 
for growth.
 
Today, a large proportion of the 
world’s 4,037 cities with over 100,000 
inhabitants can be described as 
fragile, with city fragility worsening. 

City fragility is multi-dimensional and is 
characterized by:

1. Rapid and unregulated urban growth
2. High levels of inequality and poverty
3. Inadequate infrastructure and weak 

institutions
4. Weak civil society and lack of social 

cohesion
5. Deep-seated hopelessness and 

skepticism
6. Unhealthy environmental conditions, 

lack of public space and vulnerability 
to natural disasters

7. Insufficient economic growth and 
employment opportunities

8. Distrust and broken relationships on 
all levels

9. Widespread violence and insecurity 
inside and outside the home

10. Ineffective governance, structural 
exclusion, systemic injustice and 
unchecked corruption

FRAGILE CITIES DEFINED

CHARACTERISTICS OF
FRAGILE CITIES

T H E  C H A L L E N G E :
F R A G I L E  C I T I E S

THE GOAL: S H ALOM  CI TIES

WHAT DO WE WANT TO ACCOMPLISH?

SHALOM CITIES DEFINED

We want to see fragile cities transformed into SHALOM cities, in order to foster human 
flourishing so that people can live full lives (spiritually, relationally, economically, 

educationally, emotionally, etc.) in a healthy, dignifying and just environment.

We define shalom as a state of peace, justice, wellbeing, healthy relationships, 
spiritual contentment and prosperity. SHALOM Cities are hope-filled cities that 
have the ability to develop, progress and grow, where people can fully exercise their 
human rights, within a framework of justice, wellbeing, peace, spiritual wholeness 
and empathy. SHALOM Cities are characterized by their inclusivity, security, 
resiliency and sustainability.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHALOM CITIES
A SHALOM City is characterized by:

• Safety and Prosperity that are Inclusive
• Hope-filled People and Communities
• Access to Good Governance, Strong Institutions and Justice for All
• Livable, Healthy and Sustainable Environments
• Organized and Resilient Civil Society
• Marginalized People and Places Included
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CHALLENGE SOLUTION STRATEGY PROCESS GOAL

What is the problem?
What will it 

take to achieve 
transformation?

What are our core 
strategies to accomplish 
our mission and vision?

How do we practically go 
about bringing change?

What do we want to 
accomplish?

HOW: T HE  M OSAI C  CH ANGE  MODE L
The MOSAIC Change Model is based on an innovative and tested intervention methodology that takes an integrative and big-picture approach 
- from the challenge of Fragile Cities, to what it will take to achive transformation, to the strategies needed,  to the step-by-step  process of 

bringing about change, and finally to the goal of creating SHALOM Cities
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THE SOLU TION
WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO ACHIEVE TR ANSFORMATION?

DEVELOPING LEADERS 

5 INTERVENTION STRATEGIES

& SOCIAL STRUCTURES
TRANSVERSAL FOCUS
Our MOSAIC change model is centered on the development of urban 
leaders and strenghtening of social structures (civic groups, faith 
communities, sport leagues, NGOs,  educational institutions, etc.) that 
generate quantifiable change in their fragile cities and communities. 
This transversal focus forms the backbone of each of the following five 
intervention strategies. 

To date we have developed over 600 local leaders who are a key part of 
seeing transformation take root.

Strategy #2: 
Equipping Faith Communities

Strategy #1:
Strengthening Civil Society

Strategy #3:
Holistic Development of Children and Youth

Strategy #4: 
Promoting Community and Emotional Health

Strategy #5: 
Facilitating Economic Development
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S T R E N G T H E N I N G  C I V I L  S O C I E T Y 
Strengthen Civil  Society, Drive Community Development and Create Systemic Changes

• We foster citizen participation and social cohesion by creating, 
coaching and supporting community initiatives that drive 
sustainable, inclusive and holistic development.

• We bring different groups together to promote violence prevention 
processes inside and outside the home, with the goal of creating 
safer, more inclusive and peaceful cities.

• We advocate publicly to provide access to justice for all and create 
efficient, responsible and inclusive institutions at all levels.

• We help with emergency response through crisis assistance and 
disaster relief, working with communities in the post-disaster 
reconstruction process

WHAT WE DO

35,000+ 

1,200

$1,000,000 USD

62

$840,000 USD

Serve as liaison between the Mexican Congress 
Commission for Transparency and Anti-Corruption (GIAO)  
and Civil Society Organization

Developed and promoted Law for Citizen Participation and 
Anti-Corruption which is now in the process of becoming a 
national law

Leveraged in local 
resources for infrastructure 
and community projects

Community members save

in corruption and bribes

Residents regularly participate in community change processes

Citizen committees formed & eight civil 
organizations strengthened

People benefitted through community improvement projects 
(water, drainage, electricity, neighborhood security etc.) 
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E Q U I P P I N G  F A I T H  C O M M U N I T I E S
Start,  Train and Accompany Faith Communities that Transform their Communities and Generate Hope

• We equip faith leaders to start and sustain new faith communities 
that impact their neighborhoods

• We mobilize and train faith communities, so they can actively 
participate in the holistic transformation of their communities

• We care for urban faith leaders through individual counseling, 
ongoing coaching and spiritual & marriage retreats. 

• We build trusting relationships between faith leaders and form 
broad-based coalitions of faith communities to address wider 
challenges, including injustice, violence and corruption 

WHAT WE DO
Faith communities being equipped to impact 

their neighborhoods

Pastors and leaders participate in our Urban 
Leadership School and Theology Trainings

People benefit from community change 
and neighborhood security projects 

implemented by 30+ faith communities

Churches started through our training, coaching 
and community change processes

50+ 

200+ 

7,500+ 
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Kids participate in kids programs
1,750

2,000+ 

5

51

500+

3,500+

Youth regularly participate in our formative spaces 
in schools, community and faith groups

Safe zones/community centers/urban 
parks created.

One boxing school & soccer league with
soccer teams formed 

Youth develop a “Life Project” and a clearer sense 
of purpose

People impacted through youth-led seed projects, 
including the construction of a community library, soccer 
field, beautification, recuperation of public spaces, etc

• We establish safe and formative spaces in schools, faith 
communities, on a community level and through sports, education 
and arts programs, instilling life skills and values and generating 
critical growth opportunities for children and youth people, using a 
trauma-informed approach. 

• We equip youth and children to become change agents in their 
families, school and communities, helping them develop their own 
community and school improvement projects

• We provide educational and vocational orientation, foster youth 
entrepreneurship and offer employability and vocational training

• We equip youth leaders to learn advocacy skills and how to 
influence municipal youth development plans, while ensuring 
that national child protection measures and processes are duly 
enforced on a municipal level. 

WHAT WE DO

H O L I S T I C  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  C H I L D R E N  A N D  Y O U T H
Promote Transformational Changes for Children and Youth
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Homes have been (re-)built through a self-
help construction process 

Families actively participate in Urban Mosaic’s local 
health clinic and health clubs, improving access to 

health care for 5,000+ people

Kids benefit from preventative 
health initiative in 13 schools (WASH)

People have been dewormed, while 
others received vaccinations, 
reducing preventable diseases and 

absenteeism in schools

Health promoters trained in 
community health processes

Emotional recovery groups helped 100+ leaders attain greater 
emotional resiliency

120+ 

1000

7000+

25,000+

162
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• We promote access to health services and preventative education, 
working in homes, schools and communities

• We facilitate violence-prevention processes in homes and schools 
with the goal of strengthening families, reducing child abuse and 
diminishing school violence.

• We help leaders and residents to heal their emotional wounds, and 
foster greater maturity and emotional resilience, so they can go on to 
build healthier and more inclusive relationships

• We promote self-help construction processes for dignified housing

WHAT WE DO

P R O M O T I O N  O F  C O M M U N I T Y  &  E M O T I O N A L  H E A L T H
Promote Community, School and Family Health, Encourage Emotional Resilience and 

Contribute to the Building of Dignified Housing
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F A C I L I T A T I N G  E C O N O M I C  D E V E L O P M E N T 
Promote Financial Literacy, Create Small  Bussiness Ventures and Drive Sustainable Economic Development

Youth graduated from a vocational training and 
youth entrepreneurship school

Families learned how to produce their own 
cleaning products (soap, detergents, floor cleaner, 
etc)  and include soy and amaranto in their daily 
cooking, reducing household costs by 20%

Community co-ops were established, 
creating income streams for 20 families

Income-generating projects were created 
to sustain Urban Mosaic´s local work 

Local leaders equipped in financial 
literacy to improve their home finances 

82

100+

4

4

120

• We offer vocational training to young people and/or refer them to 
existing vocational training institutions

• We provide financial literacy education to local leaders and 
beneficiaries of our initiatives to improve their financial well-being.

• We incentivise local economic growth through small business and 
entrepreneurship training and formation, helping and coaching 
aspiring entrepreneurs to launch their own small business ventures 
(aspirational)

• We create our own business units to create jobs and generate 
income for our social development agenda

WHAT WE DO
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OUR LE ADER SHI P

Marko Vukosavovic, SVP of Finance - Maven
Matthew Barnhart, Global Health Professional
Jon Cole, CEO - The iMPACT Team
Elizabeth Jones, Program Development Director - The Welcoming Center
Steve Griswell, Leadership Coach - OC International
César Aburto Lopez, CEO - IAB Corp
William Biese, CPA - CINIF
Gustavo Gutierrez, Executive Director - VR
Adolfo Ruiz Zepeda, Executive Director - Doxa, S.A. de C.V.
Geomaris Alvarado, CPA - Universidad de Sucre
Lizardo Torres Enriquez, Court Attorney
Michele Fark, Senior Leadership - Streetchurch
Rebekka Jenni, Medical Doctor
Beat Schnyder,  IT Consultant - basx GmbH
Judith Keiser-Wyss, Social Worker
Rainer Behrens, Pastor
Rahel Liechti, Product Manager - Zurich Insurance

BOARD OF DIRECTORS (GLOBAL, MEXICO, COLOMBIA, SWITZERLAND)

JEAN-LUC KRIEG

OSCAR GARCIA

JUAN SIERRA

CARINA COVA

EMILY TAMANAHA

ALBERT CHEN

GLOBAL DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - MEXICO

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - COLOMBIA

DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

MANAGING DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE
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PARTNERS & ALLIES
The mission of transforming fragile cities goes beyond the reach of any one 
organization. That’s why we work in alliance with other organizations and partners.

International Ministries
Global Services Associate

PIC International
SMG

United World Mission
Universidad Javeriana Cartagena

SG Foundation

Vista Hermosa Foundation
Harold C. Smith Foundation
Stücklin Stiftung
INJUVE & IMJUVE
Instituto Nacional Electoral de México
Comision Anticorrupcion de la Camara de Diputados, México
Observatorio de Violencia de Género

BE PART OF 
THE MOSAIC

Join us as we seek to transform Fragile Cities 
into SHALOM Cities 

Visit and get practically involved!
Check out our educational and volunteer experiences at 
www.urbanmosaic.net/experiences

Donate and help us grow our impact!

Go to our website at www.urbanmosaic.net/donate to give  by 
credit card, checking account or savings accounts.

Make you check payable to Urban Mosaic.
Mail your check to PO Box 135 Nicholasville, KY 40340

Stay in touch! 
Receive our monthly newsletter with stories of impact and 
transformation by subscribing at www.urbanmosaic.net/subscribe

GIVE
ONLINE

WRITE 
A CHECK
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PO Box 135
    Nicholasville, KY 40340

info@urbanmosaic.net

www.urbanmosaic.net


